Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 8

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
3. Please ___ your report for mistakes.
5. the top of a building
6. a seat with no arms or back
8. A hat can hang from it.
9. evidence that something is true
10. pillow
14. a warm liquid dish
16. A statue once ___ on this spot.
17. a small structure that is partly enclosed
18. A butterfly emerges from one.
21. shrub
23. trembled
24. It contains recipes.
26. an announcement
27. left in a deserted place with little hope of rescue

Down
1. the hair of a sheep
2. It expands when filled with air.
4. opposite of wise
6. It is useful for stirring.
7. soap for hair
11. a small bushy animal
12. The baby's smile showed his first ___.
13. to make neat and attractive
15. place
17. stream
19. opposite of straight
20. to show that something is true
21. blossom
22. several or more together
25. a handy device